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Job title

Rural areas maintenance technician

(ML interviews of linked firms)
(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)
Values and key-words
At the heart of sustainable development, such
What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values technicians help the transition of rural maintenance
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS in terms of tools and methods while protecting
link)
biodiversity
Job key-words

The most attractive
national et local context for this activity /
professional

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential
Economical viability
Outlets
Structures that do offer such jobs

This field of activity has been booming lately due
to the accent on sustainable development and the
turnover (baby-boomers are retiring). Job
opportunities are plenty and the personnel is being
renewed
Growing opportunities (all kinds of structures)
Communities, groups of communities, specialized
firms, Rural Structures and Natural Parks

Job definition
With the balance of the ecosystem and current
regulations constantly in mind, this technician
performs maintenance and structural tasks such
as :
 the creation of green spaces, sports
grounds, parks and public gardens.
 The renovation of hedges, maintenance of
streams and banks
 case happening, will upkeep the shores
He may have to manage teams :
 identify where to work, what to do, what too
use, who to send
 clean the zone, manually collect the waste
to be recycled;
 initiate all maintenance operations
(mowing, mulching, pruning...)
 implement preventive and curative
maintenance
 Settle all necessary constructions on the
spot (sheds, walls, low walls, playground
furniture, stairs and accesses …)
 repair degraded soils for replanting
Tasks, assignments, missions :

Job specific conditions & characteristics

Work is mostly outside, exposed to all weathers so
it requires Individual Protection Outfit (EPI) :
 Use of small mechanized machines require
noise protections and gloves;
 use of aggressive chemical products
requires reinforced jackets, heavy-duty
gloves and protection glasses

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into
various modules)

Salary, career perspectives and progression

Beginners get the SMIC (# €1450 gross / month)

Recruiting
CAPA or BEPA (2 or 3-year vocational training
degrees) in rural space management
CAPA in landscape management
BPA hig qualification in garden and green spaces
management
'Bac' Pro or BP landscape works

Formation, trainings
Pre-requisites

Physical aptitudes

Behavior

Contest exams and interview (experience
validation process) may apply

Outstanding physical condition, even if physical
strength is not required, which makes the job
accessible to women;
Unless specifically trained, work is limited to under
3 meters high
Happens to work in all positions (standing,
squatting, bending)
Must be vaccinated against tetanus; anti-flu and
anti-leptospirosis vaccination highly recommended
Passion for work in natural environmental
Solid common sense
Like teamwork
Know how to communicate with the population
Polyvalence and creativity appreciated
Use of mechanized tools (mower, pruner, mulcher,
jigsaw
knowledge of the local ecosystem and biodiversity
strongly recommended
Driving license (BE, C, C1) may be required; B is
mandatory

Learnt competences & skills

Masonry and mechanical skills will be appreciated.

Job - trade
Competences close to the job (?????)
transferability
Mobility

Green spaces maintenance

Sources/resources
Already existing description files
Source websites
Job 'ambassadors'
Resource (contactable) people & agencies
Where to find information about that job

Ecometiers.com/ONISEP/Carrierespubliques.com/

